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THE GROCERY LIST

• Bringing spirits straight to your 
doorstep, SCHNUCKS  
MARKETS is allowing  
customers in Missouri and Illinois 
to add beer, wine and liquor 
directly to their Instacart orders 
to be delivered to their homes. 
Alcohol delivery will be subject 
to a service fee that covers 
the additional cost of ensuring 
compliant delivery of alcohol 
products and ID verification. 
Here’s a toast to convenience! 
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IT’S A WALMART WORLD

THE AGE OF AMAZON

WATCH OUT, FEDEX 
Amazon has said “Game On” to transportation and logistics companies via their latest 10-K filing by listing this industry category in their 
list of competitors. The new addition to their competitors could be indicative of Amazon’s future plans — like adding to their empire of 
distribution centers. 

• Marking the official launch 
of Spatial&, a VR company 
that has been growing under 
Walmart’s incubator Store No. 
8, Walmart is placing Virtual 
Reality-equipped trailers in their 
parking lots. The units will allow 
patrons to see, feel, and even 
smell scents like they are inside 
a DreamWorks film. Spatial& 
anticipates being integrated into 
Walmart stores with more VR 
experiences in the future. 

BIG APPLE BUMMER
Amazon has canceled previously announced plans to build a 
headquarters in New York City. The mindset shift has been  
attributed to lack of support from state and local politicians,  
however 70% of New York residents were reportedly excited 
about the prospect.

• Take our money!  
KROGER is making paying 
for groceries easier by  
combining their loyalty app 
and payment method into 
one app. The new feature, 
called Kroger Pay, is  
designed to reduce  
checkout time. The grocer 
is simultaneously launching 
Kroger Rewards, their very 
own debit card.

• WHOLE FOODS 365 is doing a 180! The discount-branded 
smaller format Whole Foods locations will be converted into 
regular Whole Foods stores by the end of 2019. Changes will 
include signage swaps and new product assortments. Because 
the stores are smaller than standard Whole Foods locations, 
some may lack full-service amenities like a meat counter. 

CONVENIENT PICK-UP
Amazon recently won a patent for “Mobile Pickup Locations” 
that could lead to a service enabling customers to pick up their 
Amazon packages from public buses and similar vehicles. The 
offering is aimed at customers who may not want their packages 
delivered to their homes, but also may not have a convenient  
alternative package pick-up location nearby. 

• What a dream! Walmart owned mattress brand Allswell has hit 
the road with a tiny home to market their comfy beds. The home 
is making a cross country road trip from New York to Seattle. You 
can make your tiny home dreams into a reality--Allswell is not only 
marketing their mattresses, they’re also selling carbon copies of the 
fully furnished home for $100,000. 

GROWING IN GROCERY 
Getting deeper in grocery, Amazon is reportedly preparing 
to launch a new chain of grocery stores in major metro areas 
including Los Angeles, Seattle and Philadelphia. The stores will be 
around 35,000 square feet and carry a larger product assortment 
than Whole Foods. The retail giant may seek purchase of existing 
small grocery chains to quick start their expansion.

Follow us on Instagram  
@phillips.edison  
for more photos!
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RETAILER REMARKSRETAILER REMARKS
This fast-growing company is helping you shrink! Our National Accounts team recently connected with Kurt Brost, 

Director of Development, and Gregg Brown, Master Broker, for “Profile by Sanford”, respectively. The concept,  
an initiative created by Sanford Health, is a weight-loss and nutrition facility that creates personalized plans for  

subscribers. They currently have around 100 locations with huge expansion plans!* 

WHAT IS THE IDEA BEHIND 
PROFILE BY SANFORD? 
This concept is  
research-backed by  
experienced physicians  
associated with Sanford Health, 
which operates 45 hospitals and 
289 clinics internationally.  
Our coaching model provides 
nutrition, activity, and lifestyle 
coaching to help our  
members lose weight with a 
healthy method.

 

WHAT TYPE OF REAL ESTATE 
DO YOU SEEK FOR PROFILE? 
We love grocery-anchored 
centers because our model  
integrates a customized grocery 
list for members. It provides a 
huge element of convenience if 
members can come in for their 
coaching sessions, then go next 
door to the grocer to buy their 
items. We will go into inline or  
endcap space approximately 
1,600 to 2,500 square feet. We 
need enough width to place our 
cash wrap and several  

consultation rooms. Each 
location also has at least two 
restrooms, a Discovery Room 
where members can test snacks 
and learn more about our 
program.

ARE YOU LOOKING IN ANY 
PARTICULAR  
GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS?
We’re seeking sites nationwide 
and have identified at least 1,100 
tier one and tier two sites or 
markets that work well with 
our model. We can work in 

both urban and suburban areas 
because health-oriented goals 
don’t discriminate. 

HOW MANY LOCATIONS 
DO YOU FORECAST FOR 
THE CONCEPT?
We currently have 100  
locations with a goal of 100 new 
franchised stores this year. The 
growth opportunities are huge. 
We see the market being able 
to hold up to 1,000 stores in the 
US alone.

PROFILE BY 
SANFORD

*Interview has been condensed

Our Leasing Team will be meeting with this  
fast-growing company, along with hundreds of  

other retailers, at the ICSC RECon show  
in Vegas this May!
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ALL ABOUT THE EXPERIENCE

DELIVERING ON DELIVERY

•  Grocer Martin’s has recently enlisted the help of Deliv  
to assist in deliveries and support same-day convenience for  
customers. The service will initially roll out in the Willow Grove, PA 
market with the goal of extending throughout the grocer’s entire 
network of markets by 2020. Customers will be able to receive  
orders within four hours of purchase, whereas the grocer  
previously offered only next-day delivery.

•  FedEx has engineered a new employee that can navigate some 
tricky situations. The company’s new autonomous battery- 
powered delivery robot can facilitate same-day, last-mile  
deliveries. Named the SameDay Bot, the little guy can travel on 
sidewalks and along roadsides, even climbing stairs and curbs,  
to deliver small shipments to consumers. 

SALONS & SHOES 
Cashing in on the closure of Payless ShoeSources, DSW is 
launching a new lure for customers wanting to look their best —
nail salons. The in-store salons are being tested in Austin,  
Washington D.C., and Dublin and Columbus, Ohio. Now you can 
buy your pedicure and open-toed heels in the same space! 

HEALTHY LIFE
ShopRite, which operates 276 stores nationwide, has implemented 
an in-store wellness program called “Eat Well. Be Happy.” which 
is run by a staff of registered dieticians. The program will engage 
both children and adults offering cooking classes, healthy recipes, 
nutrition coaching and goal setting.

CVS DEDICATED TO HEALTH
Drugstore giant CVS launched a new store format with a focus on health services. Appropriately named HealthHub, the new format 
includes one-on-one group counseling, consultations with an in-store dietician, and access to a free weight loss digital app. The  
HealthHubs also include community spaces and wellness rooms for events like health-oriented seminars and classes. 

•  Fresh format grocer, Sprouts, has also hopped on the 
home-delivery bandwagon. The grocer recently formed a  
partnership with Instacart in select markets and plans to expand 
the service to all 313 stores by the end of 2019. Sprouts is also 
testing a click-and-collect option with Instacart.
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SKETCHERS   •   Based in Manhattan Beach, CA
Athletic footwear   •   17 current locations
12-month plan: 3,000 units

DAPHNE’S MEDITERRANEAN   •   Based in La Canada, CA
Greek fast-casual   •   29 current locations   •   12-month plan: 10 units

CHIPOTLE   •   Based in Denver, CO 
Fast-casual Tex Mex   •   2,500 current locations
12-month plan: 155 units

REBAG   •   Based in New York, NY 
Resale luxury handbags   •   5 current locations
12-month plan: 25 units

REGYMEN FITNESS   •  Based in Baton Rouge, LA
Class-based boutique fitness   •   10 current locations   •   12-month plan: 20 units

NATIONAL VISION    •  Based in Atlanta, GA   
Optical services   •  670 current locations
12-month plan: 75 units

&PIZZA  •  Based in Washington, D.C.
Edgy fast-casual pizza   •   34 current locations
12-month plan: 10 units

ROCKBOX FITNESS   •   Based in Huntersville, NC
Boxing-based gym  •  13 current locations
12-month plan: 20 units

DAIRY QUEEN  •  Based in Edina, MN  •  Fast food burgers and ice cream   
7,000 current locations    •    12-month plan: 70 units

SUCCESSFUL 
CORPORATE 

VISIT IN 
JANUARY!


